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I. INTRODUCTION

Determining whether a plaintiff has pled facts supporting an inference that a

director cannot act independently of an interested director for purposes of demand

excusal under Aronson1 can be difficult. And this case illustrates that. But in that

determination, it is important that the trial court consider all the particularized facts pled

by the plaintiffs about the relationships between the director and the interested party in

their totality and not in isolation from each other, and draw all reasonable inferences from

the totality of those facts in favor of the plaintiffs. In this case, the plaintiffs pled not

only that the director had a close friendship of over half a century with the interested

party, but that consistent with thaa QRR] S_VR[Q`UV]) aUR QV_RPa\_ns primary employment

(and that of his brother) was as an executive of a company over which the interested party

had substantial influence. These, and other facts of a similar nature, when taken together,

support an inference that the director could not act independently of the interested party.

Because of that, the plaintiffs pled facts supporting an inference that a majority of the

board who approved the interested transaction they challenged could not consider a

demand impartially. Therefore, we reverse and remand so that the plaintiffs can

prosecute this derivative action.

II. BACKGROUND

This case involves an appeal from a complicated transaction between a private

company whose equity is wholly owned by the family of A.R. Sanchez, Jr., Sanchez

Resources, LLC &UR_RV[NSaR_) aUR kD_VcNaR GN[PURg 9\Z]N[fl), and a public company in

1 Aronson v. Lewis, 473 A.2d 805 (Del. 1984).
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which the Sanchez family constitutes the largest stockholder bloc with some 16% of the

shares and that is dependent on the Private Sanchez Company for all of its management

services, GN[PURg <[R_Tf 9\_]\_NaV\[ &aURkSanchez Public Companyl). The transaction at

issue required the Sanchez Public Company to pay $78 million to: i) help the Private

Sanchez Company buy out the interests of a private equity investor; ii) acquire an interest

in certain properties with energy-producing potential from the Private Sanchez Company;

iii) facilitate the joint production of 80,000 acres of property between the Sanchez Private

and Public Companies; and iv) fund a cash payment of $14.4 million to the Private

Sanchez Company. In this derivative action, the plaintiffs allege that this transaction

involved a gross overpayment by the Sanchez Public Company, which unfairly benefited

the Private Sanchez Company by allowing it to use the Sanchez DbOYVP 9\Z]N[fns funds

to buy out their private equity partner, obtain a large cash payment for itself, and obtain a

contractual right to a lucrative royalty stream that was unduly favorable to the Private

Sanchez Company and thus unfairly onerous to the Sanchez Public Company. As to the

latter, the plaintiffs allege that the royalty payment was not only unfair, but was

undisclosed to the Sanchez Public Company stockholders, and that it was the Sanchez

SNZVYfǹ desire to conceal the royalty obligation that led to what can be fairly described as

a convoluted transaction structure.

The Court of Chancery dismissed the complaint, finding that the defendants were

correct in their contention that the plaintiffs had not pled demand excusal under
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Aronson.2 In a thorough and careful opinion, the Court of Chancery examined both

prongs of Aronson and concluded that the plaintiffs had not satisfied their pleading

burden to show that demand was excused under either.3 On appeal, the plaintiffs argue

that the Court of Chancery was wrong on both scores.

But, in resolving this appeal, we focus on only one issue, which is

outcome-determinative. The parties agree that two of the five directors on the Sanchez

Public Company board were not disinterested in the transaction: A.R. Sanchez, Jr., the

DbOYVP 9\Z]N[fǹ 9UNV_ZN[; and his son, Antonio R. Sanchez, III, the Sanchez Public

9\Z]N[fǹ D_R`VQR[a N[Q 9<C. For the sake of clarity, we refer to the patriarch of the

Sanchez family, A.R. Sanchez, Jr., as Chairman Sanchez.

The question for Aronson purposes was therefore whether the plaintiffs had pled

particularized facts raising a pleading-stage doubt about the independence of one of the

other Sanchez Public Company directors. If they had, the defendants and the Court of

Chancery itself recognized that the plaintiffs would have pled grounds for demand

excusal under Aronson.

III. ANALYSIS

To plead demand excusal under Rule 23.1, a plaintiff in a derivative action must

]YRNQ ]N_aVPbYN_VgRQ SNPa` P_RNaV[T N k_RN`\[NOYR Q\bOal aUNa RVaUR_ k&,' aUR QV_RPa\_` N_R

disinterested and independent or (2) the challenged transaction was otherwise the product

2 In re Sanchez Energy Derivative Litig., 2014 WL 6673895, at *13 (Del. Ch. Nov. 25, 2014).
3 Id. at *5j12.
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\S N cNYVQ ReR_PV`R \S Ob`V[R`` WbQTZR[a*l4 Although there is a heightened burden under

Rule 23.1 to plead particularized facts, when a motion to dismiss for failure to make a

demand is made, all reasonable inferences from the pled facts must nonetheless be drawn

in favor of the plaintiff in determining whether the plaintiff has met its burden under

Aronson.5

The closest question below centered on director Alan Jackson. The complaint

bases Va` PUNYYR[TR a\ >NPX`\[ns independence on two related grounds. First, it pleads that

k[Chairman] Sanchez and Jackson have been close frie[Q` S\_ Z\_R aUN[ SVcR QRPNQR`*l6

Consistent with this allegation, the complaint indicates that when Chairman Sanchez ran

for Governor of Texas in 2012, Jackson donated $12,500 to his campaign.7

Second, the complaint pleads facts suppo_aV[T N[ V[SR_R[PR aUNa >NPX`\[ns personal

wealth is largely attributable to business interests over which Chairman Sanchez has

substantial influence. Acco_QV[T a\ aUR P\Z]YNV[a) >NPX`\[ns full-time job and primary

source of income is as an executive at IBC Insurance Agency, Ltd.8 IBC Insurance

provides insurance brokerage services to the Sanchez Public Company and other Sanchez

affiliates.9 But even more importantly, IBC Insurance is a wholly owned subsidiary of

International Bancshares Corporation &k=89l') N P\Z]N[f \S dUVPU 9UNV_ZN[ GN[PURg V`

4 Aronson, 473 A.2d at 814.
5 Wood v. Baum, 953 A.2d 136, 140 (Del. 2008); Beam v. Stewart, 845 A.2d 1040, 1048 (Del.
2004).
6 Complaint ¶ 75(a).
7 Id. ¶ 75(b).
8 Id. ¶ 75(a).
9 Id.
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the largest stockholder10 and a director dU\ =89ǹ board has determined is not

independent under the NASDAQ Marketplace Rules.11 Not only does Jackson work

full-time for IBC Insurance, so too does his brother.12 Both of them service the work that

IBC Insurance does for the Sanchez Public and Private Companies.13 The complaint also

alleges that the approximately $165,000 Jackson earned as a Sanchez Public Company

QV_RPa\_ P\[`aVabaRQk.+j40% of JNPX`\[ǹ a\aNY V[P\ZR S\_ -+,-*l14

The plaintiffs contend that these pled facts support an inference that Jackson

cannot act independently of Chairman Sanchez) ORPNb`R UR V` GN[PURgǹ close friend of a

half century, derives his primary employment from a company over which Sanchez has

substantial control, has a brother in the same position, and that the coincidence of these

personal and business ties are, well, no coincidence. In its opinion, the Court of

Chancery disagreed with the plaintiffs. After examining all of these factors, the Court of

Chancery concluded that the plaintiffs had not pled facts overcoming the presumption

that Jackson was independent.15 The defendants defend aUR 9\b_a \S 9UN[PR_fns

10 Id. ¶ 23.
11 Id. ¶ 75(a) n.13.
12 Id. ¶ 75(a).
13 Id.
14 Id. ¶ 75(b). In their briefs and oral argument, the plaintiffs cite to additional facts, such as an
article indicating that Chairman Sanchez and Jackson have been best friends since fourth grade,
N[Q ^b\aV[T >NPX`\[ `aNaV[T aUNa UR UN` S\YY\dRQ GN[PURgn` YRNQ `V[PR aUR[* See Opening Br. at 9
n.4. We cite this not because we rely upon it, as we do not. Rather, we note that the proper way
for the plaintiffs to have used these materials is by seeking to amend their complaint. It is not
fair to the defendants, to the Court of Chancery, or to this Court, nor is it proper under the rules
of either court, for the plaintiffs to put facts outside the complaint before us. Perhaps as
important for stockholder plaintiffs themselves, this approach hazards dismissal with prejudice
on the basis of a record the plaintiffs had the fair chance to shape and that omitted facts they
could have, but failed to, plead.
15 In re Sanchez Energy, 2014 WL 6673895, at *5j6.
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reasoning on appeal, and stress that it relied on precedent such as Beam v. Stewart,16 and

reflected a careful assessment of the pled facts and whether they were sufficient to

P\Z]_\ZV`R >NPX`\[ǹ independence under Aronson. They also note, as did the Court of

Chancery,17 that this Court has admonished derivative plaintiffs to use the books and

record process to aid them in satisfying Aronsonǹ stringent pleading test and that, if the

plaintiffs came up short, it was their own fault for not using this avenue.

We agree with the defendants that the Court of Chancery diligently grappled with

this close question and justified its decision that the plaintiffs had not pled facts

supporting an inference that Jackson could not act independently of Sanchez in terms of

relevant precedent. But, employing the de novo review that governs this appeal,18 we do

not come to the same conclusion as the Court of Chancery. The reason for that is that the

9\b_a \S 9UN[PR_fns analysis seemed to consider the facts the plaintiffs pled about

Jacksonǹ personal friendship with Sanchez and the facts they pled regarding his business

relationships as entirely separate issues. Having parsed them as categorically distinct, the

Court of Chancery appears to have then concluded that neither category of facts on its

own wN` R[\bTU a\ P\Z]_\ZV`R >NPX`\[ns independence for purposes of demand

excusal.19

16 845 A.2d 1040 (Del. 2004).
17 See In re Sanchez Energy) -+,/ J@ 112.340) Na (/ &k=a V` [\aNOYR aUNa aUR _R^bV_RZR[a a\
]YRNQ QRZN[Q SbaVYVaf dVaU ]N_aVPbYN_Vaf ]_RPRQR` aUR ]YNV[aVSSn` NOVYVaf a\ P\[QbPa QV`P\cR_f*
This apparent dilemma for stockholder plaintiffs is relieved in part by Section 220 of the
Delaware General Corporation Law, which permits stockholders to obtain information in order
a\ ]_\]R_Yf ]YRNQ N QR_VcNaVcR PN`R*l'*
18 Wood, 953 A.2d at 140; Beam, 845 A.2d at 1048.
19 See In re Sanchez Energy, 2014 WL 6673895, at *5j1 &kCaUR_ aUN[ aUR NYYRTNaV\[ aUNa >NPX`\[
Q\[NaRQ $,-)0++ a\ GN[PURg >_*n` HReN` TbOR_[Na\_VNY PNZ]NVT[ V[ -++-) aUR 9\Z]YNV[a YNPX`
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The problem with that approach is that our law requires that all the pled facts

_RTN_QV[T N QV_RPa\_ns relationship to the interested party be considered in full context in

making the, admittedly imprecise, pleading stage determination of independence.20 In

that consideration, it cannot be ignored that although the plaintiff is bound to plead

particularized facts in pleading a derivative complaint, so too is the court bound to draw

all inferences from those particularized facts in favor of the plaintiff, not the defendant,

when dismissal of a derivative complaint is sought.21

Here, the plaintiffs did not plead the kind of thin social-circle friendship, for want

of a better way to put it, which was at issue in Beam. In that case, we held that

allegations that QV_RPa\_`kZ\cRQ V[ aUR `NZR `\PVNY PV_PYR`) NaaR[QRQ aUR `NZR dRQQV[T`)

developed business relationships before joining the board, and described each other as

mS_VR[Q`)n * * * N_R V[`bSSVPVR[a) dVaU\ba Z\_R) a\ _ROba aUR ]_R`bZ]aV\[ \S V[QR]R[QR[PR.l22

In saying that, we did not suggest that deeper human friendships could not exist that

would have the efSRPa \S P\Z]_\ZV`V[T N QV_RPa\_ns independence. When, as here, a

any description of the friendship between Jackson and Sanchez Jr.; I therefore cannot reasonably
infer that Jackson lacked independence on that basis. In addition, the Plaintiffs allege that
>NPX`\[ LUNQ RP\[\ZVP aVR` a\ GN[PURgM* * * * >NPX`\[n` SV[N[PVNY V[aR_R`a V[ P\[aV[bRQ
employment with IBC cannot provide an adequate basis to infer that Jackson lacked
V[QR]R[QR[PR S_\Z GN[PURg >_*l'*
20 E.g., Kahn v. Portnoy) -++3 J@ 0,42,1/) Na (,- &;RY* 9U* ;RP* ,,) -++3' &k= NZ P\[cV[PRQ
that these relationships, taken together, are sufficient to raise a reasonable doubt that
?\bZN[agRYV` d\bYQ OR PN]NOYR \S ReR_PV`V[T V[QR]R[QR[a Ob`V[R`` WbQTZR[a*l' &RZ]UN`V`
added); %-3$ )<.$ &479$A *1;$ +?9$ =$ %6<3;18, 2002 WL 31888343, at *9 (Del. Ch. Dec. 18,
-++-' &k=S aNXR[ `R]N_NaRYf) [\[R \S aUR V[QVcVQbNY NYYRTNaV\[` d\bYQ OR Ndequate to raise a
_RN`\[NOYR Q\bOa N` a\ AN[QVT\n` QV`V[aR_R`a \_ V[QR]R[QR[PR* * * * HNXR[ a\TRaUR_) aURf TVcR aUV`
9\b_a _RN`\[ a\ Q\bOa aUNa AN[QVT\ V` QV`V[aR_R`aRQ N[Q V[QR]R[QR[a*l'*
21 See Wood, 953 A.2d at 140; Beam, 845 A.2d at 1048.
22 Beam, 845 A.2d at 1051; see also id. at 1051j0- &kAR_R NYYRTNaV\[` aUNa aURf Z\cR V[ aUR
same business and social circles, or a characterization that they are close friends, is not enough to
[RTNaR V[QR]R[QR[PR S\_ QRZN[Q RePb`NY ]b_]\`R`*l' &RZ]UN`V` NQQRQ'*
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plaintiff has pled that a director has been close friends with an interested party for a half

century, the plaintiff has pled facts quite different from those at issue in Beam.23 Close

friendships of that duration are likely considered precious by many people, and are rare.

People drift apart for many reasons, and when a close relationship endures for that long, a

pleading stage inference arises that it is important to the parties.

The plaintiffs did not rely simply on that proposition, however. They pled facts

regarding the economic relations of Jackson and Chairman Sanchez that buttress their

contention that they are confidantes and that there is a reasonable doubt that Jackson can

act impartially in a matter of economic importance to Sanchez personally. It may be that

it is entV_RYf P\V[PVQR[aNY aUNa >NPX`\[ns full-time job is as an executive at a subsidiary of a

corporation over which Chairman Sanchez has substantial influence, as the largest

stockholder, director, and the Chairman of an important source of brokerage work. It

may be that it is NY`\ P\V[PVQR[aNY aUNa >NPX`\[ns brother also works there. It may be

coincidental that Jackson and his brother both work on insurance brokerage work for the

Sanchez Public and Private Companies there. And it may be coincidental that Jackson

finds himself a director of the Sanchez Public Company. But rather certainly, there arises

a pleadi[T `aNTR V[SR_R[PR aUNa >NPX`\[ns economic positions derive in large measure from

his 50-year close friendship with Chairman Sanchez, and that he is in these positions

23 See id. at 1050 (quoting Beam ex rel. Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia, Inc. v. Stewart, 833
A.2d 961, 979 (Del. Ch. 2003)) (noting that the relationship between directors here did not rise to
aUR YRcRY \S kSNZVYVNY Y\fNYaf N[Q PY\`R[R``) LdUVPUM ZNf _NV`R N _easonable doubt whether a
QV_RPa\_ PN[ N]]_\]_VNaRYf P\[`VQR_ QRZN[Ql'*
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because Sanchez trusts, cares for, and respects him.24 If that is true, there is of course

nothing wrong with that. Human relationships of that kind are valuable. In this context,

however, where the question is whether the plaintiffs have met their pleading burden to

plead facts suggesting that Jackson cannot act independently of Chairman Sanchez, these

\OcV\b` V[SR_R[PR` aUNa N_V`R S_\Z aUR ]YRQ SNPa` _R^bV_R aUNa aUR QRSR[QN[a ǹ Z\aV\[ a\

dismiss be denied.25 In other words, using the precise parlance of Aronson, the plaintiffs

24 On a motion to dismiss in Harbor Financial Partners v. Huizenga, the defendants argued that
the brother-in-law of the CEO and Chairman should be deemed to be an independent director
because the plaintiffs had not pled facts that the brothers-in-law were in fact loving family
members. Harbor Fin. Partners v. Huizenga, 751 A.2d 879, 886j87 (Del. Ch. 1999). The Court
of Chancery rejected that argument for two reasons. First, it noted that there was not only a
familial relationship between the CEO and the brother-in-law, but a business one, and that the
fact that the brother-in-law was on not just the board of the company that was the focus of the
litigation, but others controlled by the CEO, supported a pleading stage inference that the two
were in fact close. Id. at 889. In so ruling, the Court noted that it remained the rule that
plaintiffs were entitled to have reasonable inferences drawn in their favor from the pled facts.
Id. Second, the Court of Chancery noted that there were limits to the extent to which a plaintiff
could use books and records to explore such a relationship between a director and an interested
]N_af ORS\_R SVYV[T5 k=[ aUV` _RTN_Q) \[R d\[QR_` U\d N ]YNV[aVSS P\bYQ b`R a\\Y` `bPU N` 3 Del. C.
h --+ \_ ]bOYVP SVYV[T` a\ TR[R_NaR `bPU SNPa`*l Id. at 889 n.32.
25 The Court of Chancery decided that aUR ]YNV[aVSS` UNQ [\a P\Z]_\ZV`RQ >NPX`\[n`
independence because they had not pled facts showing that Chairman Sanchez had the unilateral
]\dR_ a\ PNb`R >NPX`\[n` aR_ZV[NaV\[ N` N[ ReRPbaVcR Na =89 ORPNb`R 9UNV_ZN[ GN[PURg dN`
only one of nine directors at the parent company and the plaintiffs did not plead precisely how
much of the stock of IBC Chairman Sanchez and his family controlled. In re Sanchez Energy,
2014 WL 6673895, at *6. Although it is true that the plaintiffs did not plead the percentage of
IBC shares the Sanchez family owned, the plaintiffs i) pled that Chairman Sanchez was the
kYN_TR`a `a\PXU\YQR_l \S =896 VV' ]YRQ aUNa 9UNV_ZN[ GN[PURg UNQ ORR[ N [\[-independent
director of IBC; and iii) cited to a proxy statement that acknowledged ChairmN[ GN[PURgn`
V[aR_R`a V[ =89 Of [\aV[T aUNa UR dN` [\a N[ V[QR]R[QR[a QV_RPa\_ kN` QRSV[RQ V[ aUR N]]YVPNOYR
B7G;7E AN_XRa]YNPR FbYR`)l dUVPU QRSV[R N [\[-V[QR]R[QR[a QV_RPa\_ N` `\ZR\[R kUNcV[T N
_RYNaV\[`UV] dUVPU) V[ aUR \]V[V\[ \S aUR 9\Z]N[fn` O\N_Q \f directors, would interfere with the
ReR_PV`R \S V[QR]R[QR[a WbQTZR[a V[ PN__fV[T \ba aUR _R`]\[`VOVYVaVR` \S N QV_RPa\_*l 9\Z]YNV[a
¶¶ 23, 75(a) n.13; App. to Answering Br. at 180 (International Bancshares Corporation Proxy
Statement, Apr. 19, 2013); NASDAQ Marketplace Rule 5605(a)(2). The plaintiffs also pled that
kLVMS >NPX`\[ * * * dR_R a\ NPa NTNV[`a aUR V[aR_R`a` \S GN[PURg >_*) UR SNPR` aUR aU_RNa \S aR_ZV[NaV\[
at IBC, the loss of promotion opportunities, and the loss or decrease of his salary j his very
livelihood j ORPNb`R \S GN[PURg >_*n` ]\`VaV\[ \[ =89n` O\N_Q N[Q `VT[VSVPN[a V[SYbR[PR aU_\bTU
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pled particularized facts, that when considered in the plaintiff-friendly manner required,

P_RNaR N _RN`\[NOYR Q\bOa NO\ba >NPX`\[ǹ V[QR]R[QR[PR*

As to this point, we also think it useful to note that although, like the Court of

Chancery, we agree that it would have been ideal for the plaintiffs to use the books and

records tool,26 as our prior cases have encouraged, that instrument may have been of

limited utility on this particular point. It may be that the Sanchez Public Company has a

file of the disclosure questionnaires for the board that would provide more detail about

the thickness of the relationship between Chairman Sanchez and Jackson.27 But we

UV` `bO`aN[aVNY R^bVaf `aNXR*l 9\Z]YNV[a i 20&N'* C[R [Nab_NY V[SR_R[PR S_\Z aUR`R ]YRQ SNPa` V`
that Chairman Sanchez is very influential at IBC as a whole, including its wholly owned
`bO`VQVN_f* 7[Q aUR SNPa aUNa kO\aU >NPX`\[ N[Q UV` O_\aUR_ _RPRVcRQ N ]\_aV\[ \S aUR
P\ZZV``V\[` ]NVQ a\ =89 Of LGN[PURg <[R_TfM N[Q Va` NSSVYVNaR`)l N[Q aUNa aURV_ RZ]Y\fZR[a V`
their primary source of income, is pled. Id. A lack of independence does not turn on whether the
interested party can directly fire a director from his day job. It turns on, at the pleading stage,
dURaUR_ aUR ]YNV[aVSS` UNcR ]YRQ SNPa` S_\Z dUVPU aUR QV_RPa\_n` NOVYVaf a\ NPa VZ]N_aVNYYf \[ a
matter important to the interested party can be doubted because that director may feel either
`bOWRPa a\ aUR V[aR_R`aRQ ]N_afn` Q\ZV[V\[ \_ ORU\YQR[ a\ aUNa V[aR_R`aRQ ]N_af* 7a aUR cR_f YRN`a)
the pled facts suggest an inference that Jackson might feel strongly beholden to Chairman
Sanchez as the source of his primary job, and that of his brother. In this regard, we note that the
plaintiffs have made it more difficult for themselves and the Court of Chancery than necessary.
In an article the plaintiffs submitted on appeal but did not include in the complaint, the fact
RZR_TR` aUNa 9UNV_ZN[ GN[PURgn` SNaUR_ S\b[QRQ =89 V[ ,411* >N[ FRVQ) ,65? +-5/21@A9 (1>

Deal, TEX. MONTHLY, Nov. 2001, available at http://www.texasmonthly.com/politics/tony-
sanchezs-new-deal/. This is a fact we do not need to rely upon, but which if it had been pled
would have likely had importance to the Court of Chancery. Because it was not pled, the Court
of Chancery, like us, had no chance to give it weight. Likewise, the proxy the plaintiffs
incorporated for other purposes in the complaint shows that Chairman Sanchez controls over
,/% \S =89n` c\aV[T ]\dR_* 7]]* a\ 7[`dR_V[T 8_* Na -+1j07 (International Bancshares
Corporation Proxy Statement, Apr. 19, 2013). But they did not cite the proxy for this purpose,
aUb` P\Z]YVPNaV[T aUR 9\b_a \S 9UN[PR_fn` NY_RNQf QVSSVPbYa aN`X by failing to identify Chairman
GN[PURgn` c\aV[T ]\dR_ V[ aUR P\Z]YNV[a dUR[ Va dN` RN`f S\_ aURZ a\ Q\ `\.
26 8 Del. C. § 220(b).
27 Sanchez Energy Corporation is a company listed on the New York Stock Exchange. Given
that, the board was required to make a determination each year of who was an independent
director for purposes of the relevant exchange rule. See NYSE Corporate Governance Rule
303A.02(a)(ii). Therefore, it would be good governance practice for the board and its counsel to
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PN[[\a U\YQ aUR ]YNV[aVSS ǹ SNVYb_R a\ undertake additional investigation against them when,

as here, the facts pled in the complaint support an inference that a majority of the board

lacked independence.28

Because we conclude that the plaintiffs pled demand excusal under the first prong

of Aronson, we need not and therefore do not reach the other issues presented on appeal.

Therefore, the judgment of the Court of Chancery of November 25, 2014 dismissing this

case is reversed, and this case is remanded for further proceedings consistent with this

opinion.

have had a process whereby annual disclosures and discussions bearing on qualification as an
independent director were had. See, e.g., Teamsters Union 25 Health Servs. & Ins. Plan v.
Baiera, __ A.3d __, 2015 WL 4237352, at *12 (Del. Ch. July 13, 2015). This is not to minimize
the utility of the books and record tool more generally, but to note that its usefulness in getting at
the personal relationships between board members will depend on how intensively the board
itself examines those issues.
28 See White v. Panic, 783 A.2d 543, 549j0+ &;RY* -++,' &S\\a[\aR \ZVaaRQ' &kL7M ]R_PRVcRQ
QRSVPVR[Pf V[ aUR ]YNV[aVSSn` ]_R-suit investigation would not permit the Court of Chancery, or this
Court on appeal, to limit its reading of the complaint or to deny the plaintiff the benefit of
reasonable inferences from well-pleaded factual allegations. If the plaintiff fails to undertake
appr\]_VNaR V[cR`aVTNaV\[ ORS\_R SVYV[T `bVa) aUR ]YNV[aVSS dVYY `VZ]Yf UNcR SRdR_ m]N_aVPbYN_VgRQ
SNPa`n S_\Z dUVPU aUR P\b_a ZNf Q_Nd _RN`\[NOYR V[SR_R[PR`*l'*


